The Constitutions were issued by the aristocratic (and kingmaking) Archbishop Arundel in 1409, two years after their first drafting-which took place in 1407 at Oxford, one of their main targets-as the capstone of the increasingly systematic campaign of opposition to the Lollards.8 By 1409, some eight years after the sinister act of Parliament De heretico comburendo,9 and nearly thirty after the first condemnation of Wycliffe in 1382, Lollardy was well on its way to completing its transformation into a sect whose doctrinal differences from orthodoxy were apparent to all-as they were to be (in theory) for the next century. Yet this process of heretication had taken a very long time and was never, perhaps, as clear-cut as orthodox commentary (then and since) would have it. As J. A. F. Thomson reminds us,'° Lollardy began life as a powerful expression of reformist tendencies inside the Church, whose status as a heresy was achieved as much by reactionary shifts within the definition of orthodoxy as by its own growing extremism. In its radical focus on interiority, Lollardy was and remained part of a larger European reaction in favor of personal simplicity and a focus on the word as well as the image, a reaction apparent not only in the Devotio moderna in the Low Countries but also, closer to home, in the works of Langland, Walter Hilton, and Julian of Norwich." It was thus inevitable that, in trying to eradicate the heresy-by censoring out of existence the discussion, writing, and preaching by which it was sustained both at its home labus here (in article 1) is perhaps intended to imply that Arundel is returning the English church to a lost doctrinal purity: the Syllabus provided much of the impetus for the vernacular pastoralia of the fourteenth century by defining a minimum of religious knowledge that secular priests must teach their parishioners (incorporating the Creed, the Ten Commandments, the Lord's Prayer, the names of the deadly sins, the virtues, and so on) as part of the great educational drive initiated by the Fourth Lateran Council of 1215. Yet any suggestion that the Constitutions are simply reviving the force of earlier archiepiscopal legislation ignores a crucial difference: that here Pecham's minimum necessary for the laity to know if they are to be saved has been redefined as the maximum they may hear, read, or even discuss. This revisionist version of the Syllabus shows how much seemed, to Arundel in 1409, to have changed since 1281. No longer was it the ignorance of the laity and their priests (ignorancia sacerdotum) that was a matter for concern; it was the laity's too eager pursuit of knowledge.
So far, there is no mention of vernacular writing (as distinct from oral instruction), and it may well be that such writing was not as major a concern for Arundel as it is for us. Yet I think we can assume that written instruction was supposed to be included in the Constitutions' discussions of preaching and teaching. For the single article that does deal explicitly with vernacular writing imposes even severer constraints than are applied to preaching. Arundel never attempted to prevent preachers from translating and expounding biblical passages in their sermons, even though he did drastically restrict the topics such expositions could cover; given the liturgical context in which much preaching occurred, this would not have been practicable, even had it been desirable. But article 7 forbids anybody to make any written translation of a text of Scripture into English or even to own a copy, without diocesan permission, of any such translation made since Wycliffe's time. 15 As Hudson has shown, the phrase "texordain, that no preacher aforesaid, or any other person whatsoever, shall otherwise teach or preach concerning the sacrament of the altar, matrimony, confession of sins, or any other sacrament of the church, or article of the faith, than what already is discussed by the holy mother church; nor shall bring any thing in doubt that is determined by the church, nor shall, to his knowledge, privily or apertly pronounce blasphemous words concerning the same."
Article 5: "Forasmuch as a new vessel, being long used, savoureth after the head, we decree and ordain, that no schoolmasters and teachers whatsoever, that instruct children in grammar, or others whosoever, in primitive sciences, shall, in teaching them, intermingle any thing concerning the catholic faith, the sacrament of the altar, or other sacraments of the church, contrary to the determinations of the church; nor shall suffer their scholars to expound the holy Scriptures (except the text, as hath been used in ancient time); nor shall permit them to dispute openly or privily concerning the catholic faith, or sacraments of the church." Censorship and Cultural Change tum sacrae scripturae" used here was intended in the widest sense, to include even single verses translated in written form as well as the Wycliffite Bible itself, often thought of as its main target. Thus it would seem that vernacular writers (whose translations of biblical quotations, unlike those of preachers, would be permanent and thus possible to use and misapply) were forbidden to extend their discussion even to the limits allowed to preachers. Hudson is right to conclude that "the expression of ideas gained from Latin books and expressed in [written] English" could be taken, as a result of this article and the Constitutions as a whole, as "ipsofacto evidence of heresy."'6
Hudson's concern in the article from which I have been quoting is to establish Lollardy as "the English heresy": to demonstrate how the close connections between Lollardy and the vernacular had come, by 1409, to be a major focus of institutional concern. But the much wider implications of the Constitutionsthe intent (as Hudson says elsewhere) to suppress "all discussion of theological or ecclesiastical issues"'7-are surely clear in the summary just given. While the legislation clearly has Lollardy primarily in mind throughout, it at no point distinguishes Lollard from other vernacular theological texts (as, for example, does the De heretico comburendo); rather, its regulations apply to writers and owners of all vernacular religious texts, except the simplest. At least in principle, the ownership of works as varied as Pearl, Cleanness and Patience, The Scale of Perfection, The Holy Book Gratia Dei, The Chastizing of God's Children, Book to a Mother, the works of the Cloud author, Pore Caitif, Dives and Pauper, and Piers Plowman-all of them written during or since Wycliffe's time and all of them making heavy use of scriptural quotation-was now forbidden for those who failed to obtain due permission. More significant still, the composition of any similar texts became, in principle, directly illegal: given their use of biblical quotation and their extensive treatment of an array of theological subjects, none of these works could have been written after the publication of the Constitutions always easily kept, as the same St. Jerome confesseth, that although he were inspired, yet oftentimes in this he erred: we therefore decree and ordain, that no man, hereafter, by his own authority translate any text of the Scripture into English or any other tongue ['aliquem textum sacrae scripturae auctoritate sua in linguam Anglicanam, vel aliam transferat'], by way of a book, libel, or treatise ['per viam libri, libelli, aut tractatus']; and that no man read any such book, libel or treatise, now lately set forth in the time of John Wickliff, or since, or hereafter to be set forth, in part or in whole, privily or apertly, upon pain of greater excommunication, until the said translation be allowed by the ordinary of the place, or, if the case so require, by the council provincial. He that shall do contrary to this, shall likewise be punished as a favourer of error and heresy" (Foxe, Acts and Monuments, 3:245).
16 "English Heresy," p. 148, drawing on a gloss on this article in Lyndwood's Provinciale, which explains the article as applying either to the composition of any treatise ("tractatum") using scholarly material ("de dictis doctorum, vel propriis") and translating any biblical texts into the vernacular or to any book or pamphlet using translations of biblical texts. I accept Hudson's view over that of Deanesly (p. 3, n. 4) particularly because, in medieval texts, "translatio" routinely refers to acts of interpretation or exegesis or to "the exposition of meaning in another language." See Medieval 
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Censorship and Cultural Change without contravening several of the articles therein. It is, of course, true that even if the legislation was accorded the importance it claims for itself-as we shall see it was-there was always sure to be some gap between principle and practice. Biblical quotation, if not of extended passages then at least of single verses, does survive in some texts composed after 1410. The legislation seems not to have had its impact at once, and not to have come into fullest effect for perhaps five years or more after 1409, when (at around the time of Arundel's death) the Oldcastle rebellion of 1414 united church, Crown, and aristocracy against Lollardy as had not been the case up to then. As we shall see, its effects did not coincide with its declared aims in certain other areas as well. Yet that this is so does nothing to alter the profound significance of the Constitutions in a far wider context than that of the battle between orthodoxy and heresy. Not many years before 1409, Arundel had been brilliantly successful in his efforts to engineer the rather tricky ideological adjustments that were needed to legitimate Henry Bolingbroke's accession to a throne to which he had no right.18 Now, attacking a heresy he thought of as being as much the enemy of England as Richard II had become, he attempted no less than a wholesale transformation of the religious culture of his day. As I shall now try to show, in relation to vernacular theology, his attempt was again largely a success.
EFFECTS OF THE CONSTITUTIONS, 1410-1520
The Constitutions were notorious for well over a century, taking a prominent role in Sir Thomas More's Dialogue Concerning Heresies (written in the 1520s), where they are still assumed to be one of the causes of the rarity of vernacular Bibles and of the reluctance on the clergy's part to disseminate biblical learning.19 Treated with special contempt by Lollard writers, they were also alluded The most important signs of the impact of the Constitutions for my purposes, however, are to be found in two rather abrupt changes, first, in the nature of the vernacular theology written before and after c. 1410-15, second, in the levels of circulation of these two groups of works in the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. These changes-which are described briefly here and tabulated in an appendix at the end of the paper23-suggest that, once its effects had taken hold, the commonest and most influential response to the legislation among writers and their scribes was silent compliance. For the most part, it seems the Constitutions worked (as was, no doubt, the hope), not by being wielded in public, but by creating an atmosphere in which self-censorship was assumed to be both for the common good and (for one's own safety) prudent.
As This account of the effects of the Constitutions has, of course, been highly generalized, riding roughshod over numerous details, offering a single piece of legislation as the cause of a historical process of which it was likely also an effect, and describing the tenor of the theological era this legislation helped to initiate in largely negative terms. Any study of the processes of canon formation runs a risk of merely repeating the gestures of exclusion such processes make, and I have at least come close to doing that here. It would be logical at this point, then, to try to provide a more nuanced account of fifteenth-century vernacular theology and its place in the intellectual culture of late-medieval England. One question that (in justice to Arundel) clearly needs asking, for example, is the extent to which the production and circulation of religious texts in the fifteenth century differed from those of secular texts, whether poetry, philosophy, or advice literature. The failure of Pecock's attempt at theological synthesis to achieve a readership is in eloquent contrast to the brilliant success of Lydgate's (in its way equally ambitious) Fall of Princes, written at about the same time; the popularity of John Walton's Boethius translation, Hoccleve's Regement of Princes, or Peter Idley's Advice to His Son are almost equally striking beside the obscurity of their nearest religious equivalents.34 Nonetheless, there may have been more common ground between the circumstances of religious and secular authors than those examples suggest. Another question the answer to which should not be assumed concerns the extent to which writers after 1410 managed, despite all, to address theological concerns. The Orchard of Syon, for example, frames a translation of Catherine of Siena's sophisticated visionary theology, the Dialogo, with a prologue that presents the entire work as mere pious meditation, "a fruytful orcherd" divided by the translator into pleasant alleys and walkways which the reader can savor as she will; we could read this as an instruction to readers to feel, not think, their way through the text, but also as an attempt to shield a theologically adventurous translation from suspicious eyes. 
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questions aside, in order to look more closely at the intellectual environment out of which Arundel's frontal attack on vernacular theology emerged, of which it was an effect, and to which it was a response. For the Constitutions were the peroration of an intense, approximately sixty-year cultural argument over the whole role of the vernacular in religious culture: an argument that took in larger questions about the intellectual capacities of the laity, the role of the clergy in ministering to them, and the suitability of vernacular language as a vehicle for religious truth. In what follows, I sketch parts of this argument, both as it was conducted in various phases of the history of vernacular theological writing during the period and as it was discussed in Latin by scholars who not only systematized it but may also have helped provide Arundel with his rationale for quashing it. Focusing (as earlier) on non-Lollard texts I am especially concerned to highlight the strength of a tradition of what we should probably think of as "orthodox" writing but which was nonetheless antipathetical in its attitudes to the Constitutions, even in the years immediately leading up to 1409. By emphasizing the extent to which this diverse group of works shares common ground with Lollard writing (despite major doctrinal differences), I hope to throw more light on the reasoning behind Arundel's decision to conduct his campaign against heresy on so broad a front, as well as on the consequences of that decision.
The early history of what was ultimately to become a clearly articulated argument over vernacular theology can here be described only in much abbreviated form. However, to cut a very long story short, its beginnings (in its fourteenth-century English context) seem to be traceable to a change that took place during the second half of the fourteenth century in collective assumptions about what was implied by writing a religious work in English.36 Before about 1350 the majority of such works (especially the more complex ones) were written for professional religious, often nuns or anchoresses, many of whom were personally known to the writers, and to write in English was thus to write for a smaller imagined audience than was addressed in the language of universal (clerical) access, Latin. When Rolle abandoned Latin for English to compose a rule for his friend Margaret Kirkeby in 1349, he also abandoned the prophetic stance of the hermit exhorting the whole of the earthly Church and adopted the intimate epistolary style that had for a millennium been considered appropriate to the situation-just as he abandoned the language in which (presumably) he primarily thought.37 It is true that there was already a strain of writing for the laity that emphasized the breadth of its own appeal ( The discussion over the nature of vernacular theology and its uneducated readers (illiterati) conducted in many of these highly self-conscious theologies written between 1350 and 1390 is of great importance. Indeed, in my view, it needs to be seen as equivalent in significance to Chaucer's parallel ruminations (especially in The House of Fame) on the nature of secular literature and on the problems of creating a courtly style in the English vernacular. Yet while it is in this body of writing that the discussion can best be observed as it evolves, for a more schematic look at the issues raised by the argument, especially in the determinatio (attributed to Thomas Palmer) calls the defenders of translation "heretics"; moreover, one of the two other surviving determinationes (the one not written by William Butler) was known until recently only in a vernacular paraphrase that is clearly a Lollard product. Yet there is good cause to look at the debate in a wider context-for, with the exception of Palmer's (perhaps late) contribution, it was not conducted as a clash between orthodox and heretical views. As Hudson discovered, the Lollard paraphrase just mentioned is a version of a determinatio in favor of translation written in 1401 by an orthodox colleague of Wycliffe's at Queen's, Richard Ullerston.49 Ullerston adopted a stance as distanced from Lollardy as it is from the conservative views that he opposed; moreover, he took the topic of Bible translation in a broad sense, as including secondarily both biblical paraphrase and any other kind of vernacular instruction.50 His contribution to the debate suggests, first, that it was recognized as implicitly involving all types of vernacular theology; second, that until the Constitutions decided the debate in favor of the conservatives, both sides could claim to represent the orthodox position. Those facts help account for the common ground between arguments made by the protranslation party and vernacular theologians like Langland, Hilton, and Julian. Indeed, I hope to make it clear that, besides offering a detailed prospect of the formal arguments that Arundel could have cited to justify his thinking about the vernacular, the debate also provides us with a theoretical tool kit for studying much of the history of vernacular theology during this period. The analysis of the two sides of the debate I give here is a synthetic and necessarily abbreviated version of a sophisticated intellectual exchange, which does not attempt to take its internal history into proper account. All I can do here is to suggest the larger issues at stake and to sketch the opposing pictures of vernacular theology and of the readers for whom it was written that the debate implies.
The attacks on translation are not always self-consistent, but they are still deeply revealing. For Butler, making the Bible available to illiterati is a foolish disruption of the order of things. Just as knowledge of God is mediated through the orders of angels (each receiving it from the one above), even so "the passive illumination given to Christians of a lower order should depend utterly on the wills of Christians of higher order."51 Even apart from that principle, Butler argued that in practice the laity cannot overcome the problems presented by . 195r-v) . More important, though, is the apocalyptic account given of the social consequences of translation. Translation into the mother tongue will allow any old woman (vetula) to usurp the office of teacher, which is forbidden to them (since all heresies, according to Jerome, come from women); it will bring about a world in which the laity prefers to teach than to learn, in which women (mulierculae) talk philosophy and dare to instruct men-in which a country bumpkin (rusticus) will presume to teach.59 Translation will also deprive good priests of their prestige. If everything is translated, learning, the liturgy, and all the sacraments will be abhorred; clerics and theology itself will be seen as useless by the laity; the clergy will wither; and an infinity of heresies will erupt.60 Even the laity will not benefit, since their devotion is actually improved by their lack of understanding of the psalms and prayers they say (fol. 196r). Translation will mean the demise of a major component in the unity of Christendom, the Latin language (fol. 196r). And even if these arguments do not convince, translation ought to be banned simply on the grounds that most clerics think it should be-as many of them have said personally to the disputant.61
In 
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Censorship and Cultural Change in inchoate forms in English writings from the 1350s on are suddenly brought into focus. On one side, a set of associations between a barbarous mother tongue, an uneducated readership with a "carnal" understanding of truth, and the danger that this readership will rebel (like the flesh against the spirit, the members of a diseased body against the head) serves to link the undoubted linguistic difficulty of translation with its hypothetical consequences-so that a lack of grammatical regulation in the vernacular comes to imply the unruliness of those who speak it. This linkage makes of the whole body of the laity a brute and headless mass-Palmer (by implication) calls them "God's enemies"-who, as soon as they gain direct access to truths that ought to be mediated to them by the clergy (thinking for them), will turn on their betters in pride and confusion, like the dogs and pigs they are. (The reminiscences of Gower's Vox clamantis, in its depiction of the rebels of 1381 as brutish animals, are striking.) On the other side, the remedy for this situation-to confine lay learning (as Palmer suggests) to catechesis-directly anticipates the solution imposed by Arundel, with its narrow definition of the truths considered "necessary" for the illiterati to know. In all this, pastoral concern for the laity is in an ambiguous relation to a fear and contempt of the "populus vulgaris" and their desire to encroach on clerical turf: the generalized suspicion of all who are not educated clerics is reminiscent of monastic texts written well over two centuries earlier (before Lateran IV), such as Honorius of Autun's Elucidarium.62 The call to clerical solidarity implied by the end of the determinatio summarized by Ullerston is an appeal to self-interest that goes far toward accounting for the success of the Constitutions. It may well be true that by 1409, many highly educated clerics did think that translation should be banned and welcomed the decisive clarification of the issue Arundel provided.
Yet it needs stressing that the conservative revolution that these attacks on translation propose only instantiated itself as the English church's solution to Lollardy because Arundel and his advisers decided it should be so, not because the conservatives were in any sense more rigorously orthodox than their opponents. Indeed, the attacks on translation are in many ways as radical (in a conservative direction) as most of what the Lollards themselves proposed. The ultraconservatism of their stance is made amply clear by Ullerston's defense of translation, which is far the most searching document produced by the debate and is indeed the most interesting medieval discussion of the status and nature of the English vernacular that I have encountered (in its way, almost an insular religious equivalent of Dante's De vulgari eloquentia). Ullerston positions his defense as an inquiry into the history of pastoral theology and the vernacular from the destruction of Babel (when the learned and vernacular languages become differentiated) onwards. In the Old Testament, in Christ and his apostles' practice in the New, in the use of the vernacular in the Armenian church, and in many English examples (from Bede to Grosseteste, Rolle's English Psalter, and Gaytryge's Lay Folks' Catechism), Ullerston can find no signs that either unscriptural) fear of lay learning.69 The actual result of the dissemination of such learning would not need to be social dissolution; it would be the task of prelates to impose such ecclesiastical discipline as might be necessary (fol. 202v). Women would not try to preach, but they would be enabled to perform their proper canonical function of teaching other women-while to allow them knowledge of Scripture would be the best way to prevent them from creating heresies.70 Rustics would not presume to teach, except in the performance of their paterfamilial duty to teach the law to their wives and children (fol. 202v). Against his opponent's apocalypticism, Ullerston places an idealistic, but canonically correct, picture of Christian society as a harmonious, hierarchic community where knowledge is accessible to all without threat to truth, propriety, or social discipline (it is the kind of picture Langland sets up, only to demolish, throughout Piers Plowman). For Ullerston, the laity are not swine undeserving of the pearls of knowledge (fol. 204v) but the people of God to whom Christ preached in the mother tongue (fol. 207r) and who both need and are fit to receive God's law translated into that tongue.
To 
THE OXFORD DEBATE AND VERNACULAR THEOLOGY, C. 1385-1415
The Oxford debate is an extremely useful resource for the study of issues surrounding vernacular theology in the whole period covered by this paper, and particularly for the twenty years between 1390 and 1410. It is, of course, necessary that we use it with care and not succumb to the temptation to universalize it. The issues were not always seen in the same way at Oxford, the heart of the Lollard movement, as they were elsewhere. (Thus the debate does not even touch on visions, an important theme in some vernacular contexts, especially after the canonization of Bridget of Sweden in 1391,71 while its generalizations about the "laity," as though this were a homogeneous body, are paralleled by the language of the Constitutions but are less than helpful in considering actual situations in which, as we shall see, social and other hierarchies were in practice of great importance.) Nor were these issues stable even for the five or so years in which the debate occurred: differences in attitude between the main surviving documents suggest that it had its own internal history (perhaps one of increasing polarization).72 The debate is, as we saw, only part of a larger argument, one whose logic works rather differently in different contexts. Less than a decade before 1401, writing under the influence of a Cambridge religious milieu, Hilton (for example) still thought in terms that can only with difficulty be mapped onto the views of Ullerston or his opponents. In relation to much of what had come before (from Rolle to Langland to the Cloud author), book 2 of The Scale of Perfection is a conservative text, which may be an attempt to create an "official" vernacular theology: one that addresses a much wider range of issues than Pecham's Syllabus but seeks to discourage a dangerous tendency toward speculation by offering the reader the prospect of contemplating heavenly truths instead of abstruse matters of theology.73 But a mere five years after Hilton's death in 1396 even this text might have been seen (from the viewpoint of later conservatives) as posing a potential threat (perhaps that is why Love's Mirror uses material from Hilton's less theologically informative treatise On Mixed Life without mentioning the Scale). And less than a decade after that, the debate on translation itself was obsolete, the freedom to argue about this and many other topics legislated out of existence.
Yet having taken the specificity of the debate into account, it is still notable how often the issues it raises are reflected elsewhere. This is true even in texts written many years before it occurred; Piers Plowman Presumably the writer of these words was a cleric, but the image of a "child willing to ben a clerk," which one would expect to refer to the process of education that readers undergo by means of the book, is made to refer, rather, to his own self-education, as he instructs himself in the course of his writing. No hierarchic relation between writer and reader-no essential difference between them-is admitted. A more complex but somewhat similar effect is achieved in Dives and Pauper (written in 1405 or 1410), in which a poor man and a rich converse about the Ten Commandments, the poor man being "principal techere" (p. 51, 1. 7), though the rich man-as the voice of the book's imagined aristocratic reader-has much to say, too. teaches men, among others) and advances, if not heresy, then unusual religious teaching. Julian addresses her book to all Christians and speaks of herself, not as an authoritative recipient of grace, but as a "simple creature that cowde no letter" (a persona parallel to that of "pore caitif" and "pauper"), who, as such, can act as a representative for everyone: "And that I say of me I sey it in the person of all mine even cristen."81 This gesture ameliorates suspicions that she is usurping a clerical role, but does so only by wholly dissolving the hierarchic distinction between cleric and noncleric on which the Oxford debate was based and substituting for it one between God and humankind in general. Where Butler writes of a procession of knowledge from God to the learned and thence to the uneducated, these last having no direct access to the divine, Julian states that God reveals himself to all according to the depth of their love of him, privileging not even the recipient of the revelation herself; like the compiler of Pore Caitif, she situates herself with (not over against) her readers, a learner, not a teacher. Nor is this the only brilliant variation she plays on one of the Oxford debate's themes. Another is her depiction of her book as, on the one hand, a revelation of God's essential nature and, on the other, a mere catechetical ABC of the truth that is to emerge at the end of time (see chapters 86, 80). This paradox has the effect of undoing a further distinction, between "necessary" truths and the matters of theology, that Butler, Palmer, Ullerston's opponent, Arundel, and Hoccleve were united in proclaiming must be kept from nonclerics. For Julian, God has revealed only necessary truths, concealing from angel and saved soul, noncleric and cleric alike his "privy counsel," consisting of "all that is bisiden [irrelevant to] our salvation" (p. 31, 11. 15-16). Hence all revealed truths are necessary truths, and God decides what humans need to know, not a Latinate elite. In the intricate logic of Julian's Revelation, truth is much more widely available than it is even in Ullerston's account of a world where the Bible is known to all. Despite its gestures of obedience to Holy Church, the Revelation is in clear opposition to the hierarchic model of Christian society developed by the Oxford conservatives and articulated in less theoretical terms in the Constitutions. But the texts discussed here, by contrast, are openly controversial and selfjustificatory-and no longer in the inchoate, often confusing manner of Langland and the Cloud author but with all the schematic clarity of the Oxford debate. This is because both these works were written in the ambit of, or in response to, the Constitutions, which in the years after 1409 progressively (as we saw) made a particular view of vernacular theology a matter of obedience. To juxtapose these works with those written just before the Constitutions made their presence felt is thus to return to where I began: to the constrained circumstances under which fifteenth-century theology was composed and how these were manufactured by Arundel's massive act of intervention in a vibrant tradition of vernacular writing.
Love's Mirror, which was the first work to take advantage of the protection offered by the Constitutions, seems to embody their ideology so well that it is tempting to speculate (with Jonathan Hughes) that it was written in part to order.83 The work has been portrayed as a conservative response to the Wycliffite Bible,84 which attempts to provide the substitute of devout meditation for the increasingly widespread (and by now suspect) lay practice of Bible study. Given its lofty didactic tone and its use of Hilton's On Mixed Life, it may also be legitimate to regard it not only as a response to the nonhierarchic instructional mode exemplified by works like Pore Caitif and Dives and Pauper but also as an attempt to institutionalize a narrower model of lay instruction than the one powerfully articulated hardly a decade earlier by Hilton's Scale of Perfection. Love describes the lay readers for whom he writes in much the terms suggested by Palmer or Butler, as "symple creatures be whiche as childryn hauen nede to be fedde with mylke of ly3te doctryne & not with sadde mete of grete clargye & of hye contemplacion" (p. 10, 11. 14-17). Moreover, many of his strategies (for example, his interpolation of Gospel narrative with "devoute ymaginacions" of what might have been done or said, or his omission of most of Christ's actual teaching) seem to be designed to divert lay readers from doctrinal inquiry and to remind them of their childlike dependence on clerics who think for them. After all, as Love states, in advocating unquestioning submission to the orthodox view of transubstantiation, it is safer to abandon one's "kyndely reson" and believe "with a buxom drede" what Holy Church teaches, even if it should turn out to be wrong, than to persist in asking doctrinal questions and risk becoming a heretic.85 Again, the assumption that, for the laity, thought and error are virtual synonyms aligns Love with the conservatives in the Oxford debate.
The ideal lay reader whom Love has in mind is best summed up, however, in a much earlier passage that reflects on the account in James of Voragine's Legenda aurea of the virtues of St. Cecilia:
